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Proposed funding cuts for clubs may mean fewer events
lBUDGEtr
OUTLOOif:
BYKYLEGORHAM
InvestigativeReporter
With its rriembership nearly
double that of last year, Boise
State's Kappa Sigma Fraternity,
along with many other student
organizations, could face a pos-
sible reduction in funding from
ASBSU - potentially causing
some organizations to shelve
traditional events sponsored
by student organizations and
ASBSU.
Kappa Sigma's budget re-
quest of $3,000 for FY 05 was
denied by the ASBSUFinancial
AdvisoryBoard and instead was
met with a recommendation of
$2,000.
Kappa Sigma President Dave
Morrison said the recommen-
dation made by FAB equals
the amount the organization
spends on recruitment alone.
But that's not Morrison's main
concern.
"I think the biggest issue we
have is them (ASBSU)asking
for a fee increase yet cutting the
money, not just our organiza-
tion, but all organizations," he
ASBSU "Preliminary Estimate for
FY 05 Budget Development"·
FY 05· $451,985
- 5(XJRCE, SAARV BURBANK.
fOlt"l£R BUSINESS~(R fOR AUXILlA.RYSERViCES
ASBSU Current Budget-
FY 04- $383,985
BYCHRISMOONEY cies such as the Environmental disease. Industry documents re- "systematically" undermined
Special to TheWashington Post Protection Agency (EPA). leased as a result of tobacco liti- the role traditionally played by
It all sounds noble enough, gation show that in 1993Philip scientific information in presi-
WASH INGTON - -Wh e n but the phrases "sound sci- Morris and its public relations dential policymaking.
George W. Bush and mem- ence" and "peer review" don't firm, APCOAssociates, created None of these scientists
bers of his administration talk necessarily, mean what you a nonprofit front group called thinks Bush's science is actu-
BYMONICAPRICE about environmental policy, might think. Instead, they're The Advancement of Sound ally sound--and they ought to
NewsReporter the phrase "sound science" part of a lexicon used to put a Science Coalition (TASSC) to know. In fact, if you examine
rarely goes unuttered. On issues pro-science veneer on policies fight against the regulation of the administration's record,
Ifyou pay attention to politics,you've got an opinion --wheth- ranging from climate change to that most of the scientific com" cigarettes. To mask its true pur- Bush's supposed commitment
er you're a Democrat, Republican, Libertarian, sway to the left, the storage of nuclear waste in munity itself tends to be up in pose, TASSCassembled a range to science unravels in much the
to the right, or have no affiliationwhatsoever.Well,so do Dylan Nevada's Yucca Mountain, our arms about. In this Orwellian of anti-regulatory interests un- same way that the case for war
McDonald and Tully Gerlach, who have taken their political president has assured us that vocabulary, "peer review" isn't der one umbrella. The- group against Iraq did. Instead, an al-
rants beyond the water cooler and onto the web. he's backing up his decisions simply anevaluation by learned also challenged the now widely ternative narrative emerges, in
The former graduates ofBSUare nondescript. Ifyou saw them with careful attention to the colleagues. Instead, it appears accepted notion that second- which many science policies
by the water cooler they wouldn't look radical __unless you best available research. to mean an industry-friendly hand smoke poses health risks. have been corrupted by politi-
overheard their conversation. McDonald is a calm, approach- It's not just Bush: Republican plan to require such exhaustive President Bush isn't claim- cal considerations. -
able guy with light brown hair and a matching full beard who lawmakers in the House of analysis that federal agencies ing that cigarettes are safe. But Start .early in the adminis-
speaks with thoughtfulness. Gerlach is thin and wiry with jet- Representatives, led by. Reps. could have a hard time taking if you switch from examining tration, with the 2001 release
black hair and speakswith the same passion he writes with. Chris Cannon of Utah and Jim prompt action to protect pub- rhetoric to analyzing policy, it of the third assessment by
The idea of somehow publishing their political musings had Gibbons of Nevada, have an- lic health and the environment. turns out that he's treating sci- the. Intergovernmental Panel
. been kicked around for several years. Then things congealed in nounced the formation of a And "sound science" can mean, ence in much the same waythat. on Clirriate Change (lPCC).
January and TheUghtHorse.com was born. "Sound Science Caucus" to well,not-so-sound science. tobacco companies did --as a Marshaling the work of thou-
"There is a void," Gerlach said. "Weare designing this web- ramp up the role of "empirical" Dig into the origins of the means of justifying predeter- . sands of scientists. worldwide,
site to be the intelligent outsider, to pick up where local media and "peerreviewed" data in laws phrase "sound science" as a mined political conclusions. In . the U.N. body fou,nd that eli-
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Morrison said Kappa Sigma-
sponsored and co-sponsored
events on campus, because of
their costs, would be the first
to go if funds were decreased.
Such events include dances and
school spirit functions.
But KappaSigma is not alone.
Many other organizations are
seeing their budget requests
reduced by FAB.However, fi-
nal budgetary decisions will
be made by next year's student
body president and vice presi-
dent.
Each organization at Boise
State must fulfill certain re-
Whathappened
to Ken Rock?
BYTARAFARMER
Special to TheArbiter
Whatever happened to Ken Rock?Last year he was an active
ASBSUvice president, forensics team member and busy stu-
dent; but he seems to have disappeared. Well,he didn't gradu-
ate. But, he is spending the 2003·2004 academic year studying
in Prague in the Czech Republic though Boise State University
and the University StudiesAbroad Consortium.
Home to goulash, the Muldau (Vltava) river, the Charles
Bridge, and Pilsner Urquell beer, the Czech Republic has be-
come one of Europe's most desired hot spots. Liberated from
the communist regime in 1989,the Czech has opened itself to
travel and study to foreign visitors.
Rockwas inspired to study abroad early in his college career.
After taking a class which focused on politics of Russia and
Eastern Europe taught by Gregory Raymond, Honors College
director, Rock said he knew Prague would be his location of
choice.
"Asa student of political science, I am very interested in the
events of the past century in this part of the world,"Rocksaid. "I
had also heard that Prague is very beautiful, which it is."
Rock is studying at Charles University, Eastern Europe's old-
est institution ofhigher learning.
"The a1:ademics in the exchange program at Charles
Universityare very good,Rocksaid. "The people that are teach-
ing my classes have all lived through the events that we are dis-
cussing, which is great forme as a student."
He also noted that academic standards were similar, although
most grades "rest mainly on one final test or paper."
SEE ROCK page 2
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Local website offers
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satire too
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SEE WEBSITE page 3
dent organizations. Matching
funds constitute a large part
of the fmancing of the uni-
versity'S clubs and organiza-
tions. Coordinating large-scale
fundraisers at an urban school
like Boise State can prove to
be a daunting task for campus
groups, Blakesaid.
Blake and others have been
meeting with the presidents of
student organizations to dis-
cuss their goals and to identify
areas where university can lend
support. She said developing
long-term plans for the Greeks
is important to their longev-
ity. Additionally, Greek organi-
zations have been offered the
option of moving their houses
into wings of new or existing
residence halls to increase their
visibilityon campus.
"I think when they're young
and small, having the university
there to support them is vital to
their success," she said.
Blake also called Boise State
"ripe" for growth in Greekorga-
nizations, citing the possibility
for other chapters to colonize at
the university.
Student groups on the losing end of the FY05 Budget
ing a move
to increase
the Greek
presence on
campus.
Peg Blake,
BSU vice
president
of student
affairs said
KapJIII Slem. Pre.ldent efforts to
DneMonllon strengthen
Boise State's Greek organiza-
tions have been picking up
steam over the last year.
"I think it's important to rec-
ognize that this is one way we
can strengthen student's ties to
the university,aswellas provide
a sense of community and tra-
dition," she said.
"Other organizations do that
as well, but Greek life for some
is an option they'd like to ex-
plore, and we want to be sup-
portive ofthat as we can be."
Though Blake declined to
comment on FAB'sbudget rec-
ommendations specifically,
she did stress the importance
of student fees in regard to the
success of Boise State's stu-
Student OrgantzaUon
Kappa Sigma
Scabbard & Blade
Visual Arts League
English Majors Ass,
filipino American Org.
Mech. Engineering Club
Outsiders
FY05 Amount Requested
$3.000
$3.000
$2,320
$2.525
$3,000
$3.000
$3.000
FAD FY05 RecommendaUon
$2,000
$700
$1.687
$1,460
$2.000
$1.500
$1.050
quirements - including com-
munity service - that influences
FAB'sdecisions on their recom-
mendations. But Morrison said
Kappa Sigma has met these re-
quirements. Instead, FAB told
Morrison they wouldn't have
enough money to finance every
club's request, citing financial
difficultieswithin ASBSU.
AccordingtoASBSUPresident
AliIshaq, the impending budget
crisis noted by some senators is
false.
"From the information
they've (FAB) had available,
they have interpreted a situa-
tion that doesn't exist," Ishaq
said.
"I think it is a misinterpreta-
tion, and upon further home-
work they would see that."
Ishaq cited the recent fee
increase as evidence of his
claim. Preliminary estimates
for the budget in FY 05 show
an increase of $68,000 from
this year's budget. Additionally,
Ishaq said ifthere were a budget
crisis,ASBSUshould cut money'
from its own budget instead of
clubs. .
Ironically, at the same time,
some within the FABare rec-
ommending cuts to organiza-
tions, the university is support-
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be the foundation to any rela-
tionship. Without trust in one
another, feelings can be inad-
vertently hurt. On the other
hand, if both groups know that
the questions asks and answers
given are meant only to gain
more understanding and not
criticism, then progress can be
made.
The final point made by both
Millet and Johnson, was that
there couldn't be hatred within
the Christian community be-
tween faiths if they expect to
make any kind of difference in
the world. Only through honest
communication and participa-
tion can ground be gained in
their efforts to spread their rnes-
studying the language.
"The hardest place is the su-
permarket. If the label is not in
English,Ihave a very tough time
knowing what the ingredients
are, Rock said. "This has led to
some culinary mishaps."
"I have been studying Czech,
but I cannot say that I speak it.
Thus far Ihave reallyonlybegun
to grasp the basics. It is pretty
easy to get around in the center
of the city if you speak English.
Outside the [city] center, and
especially in the countryside,
English is much less common.
If you are patient you can usu-
ally get your point across with
a series of nods and hand ges-
tures." .
The costs of Rock's journey
were offset by scholarships and
student loans; the result of care-
ful planning.
"I began saving for my pro-
gram two years before I left, so
I had a good base," Rocksaid. "I
applied for several scholarships,
some of which I was fortunate
enough to receive. I also took
out a small student loan to cov-
er the remaining costs."
"If I were to suggest anything
to other potential study abroad
students, it would be to start
looking for money anywhere
you can, at least an year in ad-
vance if possible. You'll want
everypenny you can find."
PAGE 2
"When you
throw mud,
you only lose
ground and get
yourself dirty."
-Reverend Gregory Johnson
Ordained Baptist Minister
Christian faiths try to 'love one another'
THE PRESIDENTS
OF THE UNITED
STAT ISS..OF AM ERIC
BYDAVIDHABBEN
Arbiter Staff
tween the IDS and Evangelical
faiths.Tuesday's discussion was
the 14th time the pair has given
their presentation.
Millet and Johnson's friend-
ship formed out of several open
discussions, usually over lunch,
in which they would openly dis-
cuss the various points of doc-
trine within their faith. The re-
lationship between Evangelical
Christians and IDS Christians
has traditionally been a rocky
one. Both groups claim to be
true Christians, yet as was
pointed out by the speakers,
their views concerning who
Jesus Christ was and is tend to
be different.
The discussion, however, was
not focused on differences, nor
was it meant to be. Although,
the differences were openly
discussed, the main focus was
to bring an understanding to
the separate faiths that there
can and should be room for
open and honest conversa-
tions concerning Christianlty.
Recognizingthe history of argu-
ment, Johnson cited that "when
you throw mud, you only lose
ground and get yourself dirty."
This adage was followed care-
fullyas both presenters showed
that important topics could be
discussed without turning into
arguments.
The key, according to Millet,
is that true friendship needs to
- The Special Events Center,
normally a venue for campus
entertainment, was treated to
an open discussion of Christian
faith between the Latter-day
Saint and Evangelical commu-
nities Tuesday night. The pre-
sentation consisted of guest
appearances by Reverend Greg
Johnson, an ordained Baptist
Minister and Dr. Robert Millet,
Professor ofReligionat BYU.
Forming a unique friend-
ship, the twomen have traveled
throughout the country pre-
senting an lnformallook at the
similarities and differences be-
sage throughout the world.
The presentation was well
attended, filling the SPECwith
an eager audience. Both faiths
were well represented and in-
teracted easily. Attendees ex-
pressed hope that the positive
response will lead to not only
more sponsored discussions of
important issues in public for-
mats, but a1GO to honesty and
openness between members of
any group wishing to gain a bet-
ter understanding of another.
Rock
from page 1
Working closely. with the
International Programs office,
Rockleft on his journey last fall.
I pictured Rockwalking from
his flat to classeach day,picking
up a dumpling on the wayusing
his newfound language skills of
Czech to order. I was surpris-
inglyclose.
"I only have class three days a
week, and so I have a lot of free
time," Rocksaid. "I usuallywalk
to class, as the route to school
takes me through the Prague
Castle, which is a great way to
start the day. After class, I often
go to a cafewith classmates and
have a snack."
When Rock isn't attending
class or studying he visits the
sites of the city - frequenting
galleries and museums, which
are especially inexpensive for
students. Occasionally, Rock
admitted good-naturedly, he
partakes in the bustling night-
life the Prague has to offer.
Many travelers, including
Rock, have an inherent sense
of humor when dealing with
language barriers. While most
Americans aren't well versed in
the fundamentals of the Czech,
Rock has been practicing and
Does Ken miss home? "Yes
I miss home. I miss my fam-
ily, my friends, good Mexican
food, and Adam's Peanut Butter
(Nutella just does not do the
trick). My family came to visit,
which was great, I email my
friends a lot, and my mom is
sweet enough to send me pea-
nut butter in the mail. As for the
Mexican food,wellI guess I can-
not have it all."
Favorite new food? "It is hard
to beat a good' plate of gou-
lash."
Advising students wanting
to go on their own adventure,
Rock said that students should,
"Not, take as many classes as
they would back home. I think
that class is very important, but
you can take all the classes that
you want at home. It is a pro-
gram to keep your coursework
light so as to be able to experi-
ence life in your new surround-
ings."
Study abroad programs eas-
ily lend themselves to travel.
Rock's added many pegs to his
world map. In addition to tour-
ing around the Czech Republic,
he's visited many internation-
al cities including Helsinki,
Munich, Krakow, Istanbul,
Amsterdam, Vienna, Budapest,
Bratislava,Edinburgh, Glasgow,
and London. For Christmas
break, Rockexplored Spain.
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Is presidential race a simple matter of standing tall?
BY USA D. TOSSEY
Capital NewsService
(KRT)
COllEGE PARK,Md. - Four
inches. It may not seem like
much, but that could be the hur-
dle standing between President
Bush and a second term in of-
fice if he faces Sen. John Kerry
in November.
Or so say believers in the'
Presidential Height Index,
which holds that since the
rise of television in American
homes, the tallest candidate
has won the popular vote in ev-
ery election but two: the 1972
defeat of s-toot-t-Inch Sen.
George McGovern by 5-foot-ll
and liz-inch President Nixon,
and the 1976defeat ofPresident
Ford, 6 feet, by former Georgia
Gov.Jimmy Carter, 5 feet 9 and
liz.
The theory puts the s-foot-
4-inch Kerry on solid ground
against Bush, who is an even
6 feet, according to his 2001
physical released by the White
House.
"Height counts," said Tim
Blessing, a Penn State/Alvernia
College presidential scholar.
"Kerrywill tower overBush, and
that will provide a very visceral
kind of comparison and a pow-
erfuIimage. "
Beryl Wing, president of
the Association of Image
Consultants International, NYI
'Tri-State Chapter, agreed that
height and other physical fac-
tors can swayvotes.
"It makes sense," she saId.
"People vote for the most pow-
erfullooking. We want the top
dog to lead us."
But Steven F. Hayward, resi-
dent scholar at the American
Enterprise Institute, a
Washington-based think tank,
is not sold on the predictive
powers of height. It is "a bit of a
fluke,"he said.
"The visual phenomenon is
so powerful it puts people in of-
fice," Hayward agreed. "Since
,politics has become show busi-
ness, you have to be decent
lookingbut not too handsome,"
he said.
Since Nixon, presidents have
had "a distinct look," Hayward
added, noting Carter's smile
and Ronald Reagan's matinee-
idol features. "Even Clinton
had a Reaganesque rock-star
quality."
Wmg has noticed a shift in
Bush's attire that may influence
how voters view him. "He's
started towear light-blue ties - a.
paler, friendly hue that signifies
trust," she said. "He needs all
the trust elements he can get,"
"Very strong body language
trumps everything." she said.
"If he keeps the looser body lan-
guage, it will go a long way to
helping him win,"
Science
from page 1
the science. Calling our under-
standing of the global climate
"incomplete," he pulled the
United States out of the Kyoto
Protocol. Only then did the ad-
ministration ask the National
Academy of Sciences (NAS)to
review,in the space of a month,
the panel's report, which had
been years in the making. Sure
enough, the academy con-
firmed the IPCC's fmdings--
embarrassing Bush and expos-
ing the flaws in his approach to
science policymaking.
The president's approach to
stem cell research was more
startling. After making a great
show of agonizing over wheth-
er to permit federal funding
of research involving the de-
struction of human embryos,
Bush unveiled a cannily crafted
"compromise" position that ap-
peared to preserve scientific re-
search but in fact doomed it. In
a speech to the nation on Aug.
9, 20m, Bush promised that
"more than 60"preexisting stem
cell lines would be available for
federally funded research. As
journalist Stephen Hall has
shown in his book "Merchants
of Immortallty," this was at best
a misunderstanding and, at
worst, a deliberate deception.
Given stem cell variety, even
60 lines would have hampered
the search for the most prom-
ising research candidates. But
it soon became clear to biolo-
gists that the GO supposed "cell
lines" weren't actually that at
all. Some were merely cells ex-
tracted from blastocysts, which
might never develop into re-
search-ready lines capable of
being turned into different
types of human tissue. The NIH
Website today lists only 15stem
cell lines suitable for shipping
to scientists, limiting both the
amount and variety of research
that can be done. This partly ex-
plains why this month's break-
through of the cloning ofa hu-
man embryo for its stem cells
came from South Korea, not the
United States.
Stem cell research and cli-
mate change have dominated
the news, but the scientific case
against Bush doesn't rest upon
them alone. On issues ranging
from missile defense to ergo-
nomics to early childhood de-
velopment, a similar pattern of
cart-before-the-horse thinking
is evident.
There will always be a gap
between pure science and
the making of policy. For a
healthy relationship between
the two spheres to exist, sci-
ence shouldn't dictate politi-
cal choices; it should underpin
them, much as good intelli-
gence can inform national se-
curity decisions. Pollcyrnakers
should consult with scientists,
then factor what they learn
into their decisions--especially
today, when it's hard to find a
political issue, from Medicare
reform to Iraq's nuclear pro-
gram, that lacks a core scientific
component.
Under Bush, however, this
crucial relationship has been
upended. Instead of allowing
facts to inform policies, preex-
isting political commitments
have twisted facts and tainted
information. If Bush insists on
calling this "sound science,"
so be it. The English language
will probably survive. But the
once-cooperative relationship
between politicians and scien-
tists in this country seems to be
in serious jeopardy.
Chris Mooney, afree/ance writer living
in Wasllington. is writing a book on tile
politicization of science under President
Bush
Website
from page 1
spite pressure from fellow
Republicans.
Gerlach asked, "What's wrong
with balls?"
Mclfonald, on the other hand,
insisted the comment was in
poor taste ifnot flat-out sexist.
"I have opinions on every-
thing and I have the ego to think
myopinions should be out there
where people can read them,"
Gerlach said. "Patting yourself
on the back always feels good
but the real objective is to get al-
ternative opinions out there for
people to consider,"
The website is designed to be
an independent political forum
for the thoughts of everyday
local citizens, not just the cre-
ators.
"I don't feel like ... in this area
there are very many voices, al-
ternative voices," McDonald
said. "This website provides a
way to get involved in the com-
munity by fostering discussion
oflocal topics,"
After they tire of politics,
McDonald and Gerlach plan
to expand the focus to local
culture. "[But] not while the
File by
Idaho legislature is in session,"
McDonald joked. "They give us
plenty to write about,"
Neither have any plans to
seek advertising to support the
site. "Then we'd be beholden to
somebody," said McDonald.
"This site is totally Indepen-
dent and we plan to keep it that
way,"Gerlach said.
McDonald tentatively consid-
ers himself a Democrat.
"I'm further to the left than
they are but there's no politi-
cal organization further to the
left in Idaho that you can join,"
McDonald said.
Gerlach classifies himself as
1 t
to receive
PRIORITY CONSIDERATION
for the 2004-2005 financial aid year
All- priority applicants will be considered for:
Work-study
Need-based Scholarships
Supplemental Grants
Perkins loan
All Priority applicants will be
entered into a random drawing
for two $500 scholarships
(Courtesy of Student Assistance Foundation)
an independent.
The website doesn't endorse
any party. preferring instead to
critique them all. Everyone is a
potential target.
The first response to the web-
site was from a local soldier in
Iraq who had written letters to
The Idaho Statesman. "That
suggests the power of the ...
Internet, that you can reach out
further than if we just printed
something." McDonald said.
Not bad for a website adver-
tised byword ofmouth only.
"Maybe in the future we'll
have some T-shirts," McDonald
and Gerlach laughed.
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Greyhound Is the easy. affordable way to traval for Spring Break.
~
... And with your Student Advantage" Discount Card. you can
~ save 15%" off regular Greyhound tares. Buses are roiling
~ 24n to hundreds of popular Spring Break destinations 80
make your plans today.
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Fonda, Kerry and photo fakeryRepublicans' actions
demonstrate hostility
to higher ed
about how easy and profes-
sional-looking these distortions
of truth have become in the age
of Photoshop -- and how harm-
ful the results can be •• had nev-
er hit me so personally as the
day I found out somebody had
pulled my Kerry picture off my
agency's Web site, stuck Fonda
at his side, and then used the
massive, unedited reach of the
Internet to distribute it all over
the world.
I've spent a lot of time an-
swering questions about this in
the past couple of weeks, and
this time, as far as I can tell, the
Internet has come as close as it
gets to a correction. If you use
a search engine to look for my
Kerry picture now, you'll find
the hoax explanations before
you see the photo itself. So what
do I do now about the conspira-
torial Web site that's trying to
convince its readers that my
original picture was the hoax .-
that Fonda really was at that po-
dium with Kerry, and somebody
edited "Hanoi Jane" out? All I
can do is pull Roll 68 out of the
file cabinet again. It's my visual
record, my unretouched truth.
away for future use. So Roll 68
went into my me cabinet, where
it remained until just a few
weeks ago.
Watching Kerry emerge as
the Democratic front-runner
this year, I recalled that I had
an image or two of him from
way back when. The negatives
were easy to find. Captioned
and scanned, they flew off to
the New York agency now rep-
resenting some of my work. I
have remained a photojournal-
ist, and now teach students who
are only a little older than I was
in 1971, but who are working
in a different world. Who could
have predicted that my Ethical
Problems in Photography pre-
sentation would be showing
young journalists how National
Geographic moved one of the
Egyptian pyramids to make it fit
on a cover better, or the way col-
leges seeking a more diverse im-
age edit Mrican-American faces
into sports crowds that look too
white?
It's not that photographic
imagery was ever unquestion-
able in its veracity; as long as
pictures have been made from
photographic film, people have
known how to alter images by
cropping. Hut what I've been
trying to teach my students
started with a photo I made in
1971, when I was a 20-year-old
student with big ideas about the
power of photography.
I was trying to document the
entire era with a camera. I be-
lieved photographs could bear
witness, could help Americans
understand each other, and
I had spent the previous two
years making images of a divid-
ed nation: anti-war rallies, vet-
erans' parades, students facing
off against national guardsmen.
One afternoon in June, I attend-
ed a large rally in Mineola, N.Y.,
. close to my parents' home. I re-
call the day vividly: the guy with
a hardhat, the girl in a peasant
blouse, the thousands of peo-
ple sitting on the ground with
American flags and peace signs.
Speaker after speaker came to
the stage to denounce the war
in Vietnam. I kept shooting.
Finally, one speaker in par-
ticular caught my attention -- a
highly decorated Vietnam vet-
eran named John Kerry. It was
a powerful experience, hearing
a war hero speak so forcefully
against the war, and I made a
few more photographs. I was
still very young, but I'd learned
enough to know that negatives
are sacred, and that every roll
of film must be carefully filed
BYKENUGHT
Special to The Washington Post
Anybody with Internet access
and an interest in John Kerry has
probably seen my photograph
by now-- or the part of it that I
made, anyway. The other part is
a fake, a visual lie. There's an AP
credit down in the right corner.
That's a lie, too. As far as I know,
John Kerry never shared a dem-
onstration podium with Jane
Fonda, and the fact that a wide-
ly circulated photo showed him
doing so -- until it was exposed
in recent weeks as a hoax-> tells
us more about the troublesome
combination of Photoshop and
the Internet than it does about
the prospective Democratic
candidate for president.
There have been two Kerry-
Fonda pictures circulating
around the Net, both promoted
by conservative groups eager
to link Kerry to Fonda's sup-
port for North Vietnam during
the Vietnam War. One of these
photos is real: the picture that
shows the two of them in the
same audience, some rows
apart, at an anti-war rally. But
the other, in which an angry-
looking Fonda appears to be in
mid-speech, with Kerry at her
shoulder, is a paste-up job that
Part of Idaho Republican
party mythology is that the
state has been spending too
much on education. But the
reality is that the recent bud-
get crunch was partly the result
of $100 million in ongoing tax
cuts in 2001, tax cuts that saved
most Idaho households less
than $70 a year.
Before that there were other
tax cuts that did nothing for
most Idahoans but which reo
suited in a further erosion of
state revenue.
In the budget committee, 15
of the 16 Republican members
voted for a college and unlver-
sity budget that:
1. Taps student fees for $1.9
million to pay part of the cost
of the governor's requested 2
percent pay raise for faculty
and staff. This is a pay raise
that comes after two years of
no increases. In all other bud-
gets, except public schools,
state money is provided for the
full cost of the pay raise.
2. Gives colleges and uni-
versities nothing for the ba-
sic occupancy costs of new
buildings. They can postpone'
opening the buildings or take
$1 million from other parts of
the budget.
3. Provides nothing for en-
rollment growth, leaving the
universities $2.7 million short.
4. Requires universities to
cut elsewhere to deal with a
$1.9 million reduction in state
endowment funds.
5. Provides nothing for in-
creased utility costs.
Total student fees, with in-
creases already approved for
2004-2005, Will exceed $100
million. The four-year cost
for students enrolling this fall
would be $8,200 more, on av-
erage, than for students enroll-
ing 10 years ago -- if there are
no further increases in the next
three years.
With class offerings reduced,
it becomes more difficult for
many students to finish in four
years.
BYREP.KENROBISON
Guest Opinion
The Republican legislative
majority has taken another
step backward in state support
for colleges and universities
with a budget for 2004·2005
that falls short of status quo
funding and dips into student
fees for a faculty pay raise.
Democratic legislators dis-
agree and we will continue the
struggle for higher education.
But the reality is that we are
outnumbered 4·1 and there
are few GOP legislators who
will vote with us. Only one of16
majority members on the bud-
get committee voted no on the
inadequate appropriation.
The prevailing view among
the Republican majority is that
government, including educa-
tion, is the enemy and must
be subdued. Even while mov-
ing ahead with a budget that
deals another blow to higher
education, that majority is
contemplating more rigid bud-
get limits.
A few numbers tell the story.
With Republican control of the
legislature in the last 10 years,
state support for higher educa-
tion increased 49 percent while
total state general fund appro-
priations increased 75 percent.
Student fees increased 118 per-
cent.
Over the last three years,
despite cuts in class offerings,
full-time equivalent enroll-
ment at the four colleges and
universities is up 4,400 -- 12
percent. State funding is up 1.4
percent.
The addition of a sixth cent
of sales tax made it possible to
restore state support for higher
education. But the Republican
majority insists on allowing
that increase and a cigarette
tax increase to expire June 30,
2005 with no other measures to
replace any of the revenue.
Colleges, universities and
public schools have a low pri-
ority. The only goal is to pile up
surpluses, $100 million plus at
the end of the next budget year.
Then the plan is to continue to
squeeze education budgets for
another two years or more.
Ken Light is a photographer
and teacher.
ASBSU's Funding Crisis Exposed
access to additional dollars for
events that may arise.
I found the money to have a
budget that favors clubs to the
greatest degree by cutting out
large portions of discretion-
ary accounts of the executive
branch. I also will combine a
few positions, which I believe
can still be handled by one per-
son while still maintaining the
level of support students desire
fromASBSU.
So I do not believe Senator
Green, when he said there is a
real need for student govern-
ment to decrease the cap on
matching funds near the end of
the fiscal year, and I would like
the readers to know the situa-
tion is not bleak. With the right
leadership the student clubs
will see an increase in support
as promised when they sup-
ported our fee increase.
election I was wondering how
well the government could ac-
tually handle the clubs request
for money. I contacted several
university officials and learned
the process of preparing a bud-
get for student government.
That is exactly what I did.
I prepared a budget account-
ing for items such as increase
salaries and fringe benefits for
our classified staff. The bud-
get I will present to the Senate
if elected has money to spare.
I will raise funding for clubs
seeking additional funds 150
percent while still maintaining
a $3,000 cap. All new clubs will
receive $700.
I wanted to increase support
to even those clubs at $3,000
dollars who are active and
have proven the bring positive
praise back to the university so
I will increase the grant fund
to $10,000 allowing more clubs
given by the university budget
director.
ASBSU also supported a
Martin Luther King! Human
Rights Fee. The Martin Luther
King Celebration has always
been funded in part by ASBSU
since it first started. Many stu-
dent leaders felt it was neces-
sary to have a fee dedicated
to the celebration in order to
insure its stability in funding.
This will free up an additional
$7,475, which can now be re-
directed to supporting student
clubs.
However it is important to
know that a large portion of
money was taken from our con-
tingency account ($45,946.19),
this only leaves a few thousand
dollars to help support the
growth necessary for club fund-
ing. I still argue this is not a fi-
nancial crisis.
In preparing for my run at
BYJAMES SKAGGS
Guest Opinion
My name is James Skaggs. I
am currently the ASBSU lobby-
ist and a candidate for president
of ASBSU. I have been inter-
ested in the last few editions of
The Arbiter, which have covered
the issue of club funding. When
reading these articles the read-
er can easily be swayed to be-
lieve that student government
is nearly broke. I am writing to
tell you that ASBSU is going to
be just fine next year when it
comes to their finances.
Many student organizations
supported a fee increase for stu-
dent government on the prom-
ise the money would be used
for additional dollars to support
the variety of student clubs on
campus. The result of the fee
increase will yield an additional
$50,640 based on projections
Rep. Ken Robison, D-Boise,
is a member of the legisla-
tive budget committee, Joint
Finance-Appropriations.
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Bryan Blades
Senator-at- Large wndidate
. I'm Bryan Blades. I returned to BSU
last faIl bl5lieving that education is the
#1 way we can hope to achieve true free-
dom. My platform Is discussed at http://
myweb.cableone.net/wanderingiday.
Accountability ofASBSUthrough acces-
sible information:
I believe that the students need to ex-
pect full disclosure of government activi-
ties, as well as complete and simple access
to those records. Students have unique
schedules and heavy workload demands,
and not every one can take the hours of
footwork required today to track down
Infonnation on things that directly affect
them.
The ASBSUwebsite has not been updat-
Scott-Blakeslee
College o/Business and Economics
The College of Business and Economics
needs strong student leadership to contrib-
ute to the school's mission of academic and
professional excellence. . '
As senator of the College of Business and
Economics, Iwill be a proactive, bold voice
for the students Irepresent. There is a lack
of communication between students, the
clubs and organizations they represent, and
faculty administration. .
In an effort to facilitate the communlca-
tlon process. I want to create a student ad-
visory board wltllin the College of Business
and Economics'.' Through this advisory
board, needs and concerns will be under-
.stood and addressed between students, fac-
ulty, administration, and ~yself, as part of
ASBSUleadership.
As senator, Iwill promote tile interests
of professional student organizations and
clubs to ensure their ability to network and
be recognized by local and national bust-
ness leaders and professional firms. Mytop
priority as a representative of ASBSUwill
: be to rally appropriate financial support of
the professional student organizations and
clubs so that they will be better equipped to
compete in today's competitive job market.
I pledge to do. my very best and need
your vote and support to become Senator.
Remember, Blakesleemeans Business!
Jefferson Day'
Senator.at-Large candidate
After looldng at myphoto, you probably
think I am going after the pity vote (espe-
cially with this lame joke): No, Iwill win
your vote. As senator, Iwill take President
Kustra's fat salary and divide it amongst
you students. I will solve your parldng
problem with large-scale valet parking
with drivers that use deodorant.
Okay, seriously. I have real solutions to
many important issues. I will especially
cater to issues that affect the often-ig-
'nored, non-traditional students. Most of
our non-traditional students have their
own families, so I will promote more fam-
ily-oriented events and activities at BSU.
(I will not sponsor Barney and Pokemon
'Pam MaGee'·
. College o[Social Sciences and publicAjfairs
Hello, my name Is Pamela MaGee, and
I would like to be your next senator from
the College of Social Sciences and Public ,
Affairs. I am sure that you will find that my
campaign Is looklng towards accomplishing
meaningful goals.
Some of the goals I would like to see for
the school year 2004·2005 is to have the col-
lege senators more involved with their col-
lege and more Involved wlili the students. I
would like to see ASBSUsponsor a college
week and have each college do workshops
and present their college to students of
Boise State. '
As a student I understand the importance
of time, speed and efficiency doesn't always
exist on campus. listening to others con-
cerns and providing quick assistance Iswhy
I want to be a senator for, the, students of
Boise State. Idiscovered first hand how v,us-
trating it is dealing with paperwork and IDIs-
direction from particular departments.
Fundamental to a successful student life
is Involvement on campus. I wish to pro-
mote this involvement through all the rich
mediums we have on campus-stimulating
student organizations and by encouraging
ASBSUto sponsor activities that will stim-
ulate campus wide discussion •• extending
Involvement outside the Student Union.
I am a senator that supports club funding,
Ibelieve that club and organizations are the
heart of Boise State. The students backed
ASBSUfor a fee increase, now we need to
fund the clubs and organizations!
Thanks for your time, and don't forget to
vote March lOth and 11th!
joe Hoiiaday
Senator-nt-Large candidate
Hello my name is Joe Holladay and I am
askirig for your vote on March lu, I have
lived in Boise for most of my life and have
loved Boise State since Iwas young. (Iused
to think green fields were weird!)
I am proud of the leaps and bounds this
university has made since 1932 and am
committed to helping it reach new mile-
stones In the years to come.
Iwill work to ensure that Boise State
will be a university thatIs held iIj.high re-
gard nationally, a place that we remember
fondly after graduation and an institution
that we will be proud to continue to be a
part of. , " '
.. Havfug, attended other 'universltles,
lived in and visited many 'college' towns;
I
!
ASBSU
SENATOR-AT-LARGE
CANDIDATE
LADES
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER - BE POwERFUL
I
I
'.l- \) 'f
ed since last spring (2003). This is unac-
ceptable. Procedures must be established
to guarantee access to current and timely
Information onASBSU actions, bills, reso- .
lutlons, budgets, etc. through BroncoWeb.
The regular publication of legislative ac-
tions (In a weekly comer of the Arbiter)
should also be established.
If a student body is to be engaged and in-
volved, they have to know what is at stake.
I have other issues of concern: What hap-
pened to the efforts to establish a Ucourse
evaluation" database for students' use
prior to registration? Is tile ASBSU club
matching fund used appropriately?
I want to hear from you at scottblades@
mail.boisestate.edu. Thanksl
events.) Iwill promote activities that show
ihe beauty of diversity. and encourage
open-mindedness and cultural awareness.
Many non-traditional students are taught
by underpaid adjunct teachers, so they do
not receive the best education. I will work
to insure these teachers receive benefits
and better compensation, so they will have
the time and resources to more adequately
educate their students.' I will make educa-
tion more convenient for many non-tra-
ditional students by promoting a cost-ef-
fective bus system from Canyon County to
the main Boise campus. Iwill also promote
a daycare with more flexible hours.
I would say that one of the main compo-
nents of a well-rounded college experience
is tradition and the overwhelming solidar-
ity that can exist within student bodies and
between universities and their alumni. I
feel that this is one area that our great
school is lacking, and I believe that this is
due to lack of communication. As senator
one of my main goals will be tile imple-
mentation of programs that will facilitate
smooth communication from the admin-
istration and ASBSU,to and froin: the resi-
dencehalls; the athletic department, the
clubs 811dauxiliaries, and the generalstu~
dent popUlation. ..,.. . , ..
twill also work to implement new cre-
ative parking solutions! "
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Oscar's
fashion
BYDANMCNEESE (A.K.A:
DANIELLE MCCHlCK)
A&EWriter
he rystal Method
hits oisewith a bo m
BYTREVER ALTERS
A&EWriter
and twirled their hands in the air. Most folks'
dance of choice consisted of bouncing their
heads to the beat while making double-fisted
figure 8's in the air. Some fans danced with
glow sticks, intensifying the experience. .
Singer Tom Garcia joined the duo on stage
for the song, "Born Too Slow," one of the only
songs that had words. The Crystal Method
also worked with Rahzel from the Roots and
Wes Boreland, formerly of Limp Bizkit, to pro-
duce their latest album.
"It was great working with all of them. They
are great artists," Perklin told me over the
phone.
With all this hype, you might expect The
Crystal Method duo to be a bit out of touch
with their fans, but they made sure to iet
their supporters know they are appreciated.
Perklin and Jordan sat down after the show
and signed autographs for everyone who had
something to sign. They even hung out with
fans at Ha' Penny and bought drinks.
"Over the years it has been very flattering
for fans to say that The Crystal Method has
opened them up to electronic music. I love
that, and it is great to know that people appre-
ciate our music," Perklin said.
He mentioned he's proud of the new album,
"Legion of Boom," and feels especially grate-
ful that their music has given them the oppor-
tunity to travel and go on tour.
They showed Boise on Friday night that
they're not afraid to party with their fans.
THURSDAY,MARCH 4,2004
Coffeehouse Concert Series
What DarlIwOOd Consort features what is
believed to be I!le world's only traveling
bass clarinet and viola dJo and has won six
consecutive cultur.lllnitialNe grants from the
Boise City Arts COlTVTlission. Presented by
Student ActivitieS.
Where: Student UniOn Brava! Stage
When: ThUrsday, March 4, 5 - 7 pm
Abrupt Edge, Synergy, Aura and
MIdUne
What CD release party
- Where: Big Easy
When: Thursday, March 4, 8 prn
TICkets are $5 at the door
Women Making Waves
What 'Women Making Waves. Idaho Women
Birthing a New Vision in Art,' is a month1ong
exhibition fearuring Idaho women artists
working in a variety of media, induding
nontraditional media and techniques. These
women are creating change and leadership in
Idaho artistic contributions. From 207 entries,
58 pieces were chosen for this widely varied
and incredible showing of Idaho women
making history in visual art
Where: Art Source Gallery, 1015 Main Street
When: The exhibition runs the entire month of
March. M opening reception will be held on
First Thursday, March 4, 6 - 9 prn,
Call 378-1464 for more information
LHenrturo for Lunch
What A Pe3lCe to End All Peace, by David
Fromkin, is a New York Times bestseller and
a historical account of the fall of the Ottoman
Empire and the rold of European powers in
shaping the modem Middle East
Where: Boise Public Ubrary auditorium, 715
S. Capitol
When: Friday, March 5, 12:10 - 1 prn
Entry is free, for more information call 426-
1179
Rock Against Racism
What M antiracisrn show at the Big Easy,
including performances from Eamest
Orange, Switch Hitter, The PrikQlaters, Final
Underground, W 51, Subvert and Mother
Man's Poison.
Where: Big Easy
When: Friday, March 5,
Friday, March 5th, 7:30 prn
Entry is $5. All benifrts go to the Idaho
Progressive Srudent Alliance.
Boise Master Choralo Concert
What The Boise Master Chorale, under the
direction of Boise State music professor
Jim Jirak, performs with members of the
Boise Philharmonic as part of the Northwest
American Choral Directors Association
Conference.
Where: Morrison Center Main Hall
When: Sarurday, March 6, 8 prn
Admission is $15, call 426-3483 for more
information.
The Ned Evett Group
What Tony Harrison rums one day older and
The Ned Evett Group, one of Tony's clients,
will be here to rock your asses, glass-gullar
style. Come join in the festivities.
Where: Pflive, 612 Grove SI.
When: Sarurday, March 6, 9:30 prn
Wanna clickwith SQmeone? Try Friendster
"They're going to have a tough time beat-
ing this crowd up in Spokane!" shouted The .
Crystal Method above a throng of screams
and encore cries on Friday night at The Big
Easy Concert House.
Boise was an excellent host as the electron-
ic pioneers made the second stop on their
"Legion of Boom" tour. They played hard all
night and pushed just the right buttons, liter-
ally.
Scott Perklin and Ken Jordan are the mem-
bers of The Crystal Method. They've been
mixing electronic music and rock for over 10
years and they're totally in their element on
stage, surrounded by synthesizers, keyboards
and various other electronics. Whether they
were making strange noises in microphones,
pounding on keyboards, or tweaking other
mysterious electronic equipment, they did just
what it took to please the crowd. Throughout
the night they were like two bouncing silhou-
ettes amidst a swirl of colored lights.
The concert started over an hour late, and
the opening DJ spun for another hour; but pa-
tient Boiseans waited out in the cold in an or-
derly line in front of the Big Easy. When they
got inside, they were anything but quiet.
The DJ got the crowd going, but when The
Crystal Method took the stage the energy
overflowed the room and everyone danced
BYMARK LOWRY
Knight Ridder Newspapers
Chris Huban. 24, a graphic designer
in New Jersey, hasn't been great about
keeping up with old friends. But he had
always wondered what happened to his
elementary and high school chum Greg
Fillipovich.
After college, Greg had gone to the
Philippines to become a movie star (he
had heard breaking into showbiz was
easier there), and his American friends
hadn't heard from him in years.
Turns out, Greg now goes by Gregory
Martin. He stars in a popular Filipino
soap opera and is a member of Filipino
boy band Power Four.
How did they reconnect? Greg found
Chris on Friendster.com.
"We've stayed in contact ever since,"
Hubansays.
Friendster is the increasingly popular
Web site where people connect _ and
reconnect _ with others. Sometimes it's
for dating purposes, but mostly it's to
meet new friends with similar interests.
Members create personal profiles that
reveal their relationship status, age, oc-
cupation, hobbies and favorite music,
books, movies, etc. You invite friends
to link to your profile. Then all those
friends' friends - and their friends and
their friends and so on - become part of
your personal network.
It has become such a huge social net-
working phenomenon that there have
been stories of marriages resulting from
Friendster match ups and of casting di-
rectors' finding actors. Musician Ahmet
Zappa reportedly announced his en-
gagement to his Friendsters before he
told his family. And there are profiles for
bigger-name celebs, including Courtney
Love and Julia Roberts, but these are
likely made up by fans ("fakesters").
Even people who aren't "Internet so-
cial" - meaning users who frequently
use tools such as Instant Messenger,
participate in chat rooms and discus-
sion boards and are members .of list
servers, are getting in on the act.
"I'm the poster child for Friendster be-
cause I was never 'Internet social." says
Lisa Kopp, media relations manager for
the company. "It's addictive because it
mirrors the way you meet people of-
fline. You meet people through friends
of friends."
Friendster.com was started in March
2002 by Jonathan Abrams of Northern
California. It is still in its beta (test)
phase, but the number of users has
grown exponentially in the past year.
Current membership is about 4.7 mil-
lion. There have been reports of other
Internet companies, including Google,
vying to purchase Friendster; and sever-
al copycat sites have popped up, includ-
ing myspace.com and tickle. com.
But Friendster devotees say nothing
else compares.
"There's nowhere else I can think
of where you can do the testimonial
thing," says Ann Evans, 24, a graphic
designer for Paige Hendricks Public
Relations in Fort Worth.
She speaks of one of Friendster's most
popular functions, the testimonial, in
which your Friendsters say something
nice, witty or interesting about you, as if
to promote you to potential Friendsters.
"I love how so many people have got-
ten really creative with their profiles,"
Evan says. "It's sparking other people's
creativity."
There is one rather large flaw with
Friendster. Because it's still in beta, and
.hugely popular. the site can be excruci-
atingly slow. Kopp says that the compa-
ny, which now has 25 employees, is con-
stantly growing and adding servers and
equipment. with funds coming from ad
revenue and investors.
"To say that there will be big changes
and expansion for Friendster in 2004 is
fair," she says.
Part of the appeal is that it takes some
of the doubt out of meeting new people.
"We all know that meeting people out in
the wild is a risky proposition," writes
Christian, 32, of San Francisco on the
testimonials page. "With Friendster, you
meet people through people that you al-
ready know and trust. So it's like having
an infinite social network."
Even if there's really no reason why
anyone person should be linked to hun-
dreds of thousands of others, it's still fun
_ even comforting - to know that some-
where out there, those connections are
available. One could argue that that
describes the Internet itself. But with
Friendster, all those usernames you're
connected to come from the person-
al connections you've carefully made
through your lifetime.
"It's kind oflike when you're watching
1V, you know that there are thousands
of other people watching the same show
and you're not left out," says Huban.
"You may be in your house by your-
self, but in a sense you're connected to
everybody else who's watching what
you're watching."
Lucky for him, he and his old friend
Greg were watching the same program.
Hey Ashley, what's up
hon? Did you watch the
Oscars or whatever last
night? Did you see Oprah's
dress? I don't care what
you say, like, she should
just wear black all the time
'cause she still looks fat.
Oh my God, last night
Elija Wood was on there.
He reminds me of that
creepy guy that was in our
third hour French class last
year ... remember that one
creepy guy that sat behind
you with the weird bug Annie Lennox
eyes? He was sooo creepy,
ugh. He even asked me out
once and I was like, "what-
ever creepy guy." Stacey
likes Elija Wood, can you
believe it? Go fig, right?
She still dates that Eric kid,
yuck. .
Oh my God, did you see
Anne Lenox there? She's
still alive. I wanted to puke
when I saw that grecn low
cut thing she was wearing.
Gag. I once saw something
that hideous at Ross.
Oh my God, Julianne
Moore looked fat too and
Jamie Lee Curtis is sooo old!
She shouldn't have worn
that blue thing without a
bra. It reminds me of some-
thing from a Horror movie,
like 'Attack of the Bad Taste' Charllze Theron
for sure, yeah.
Oh and like, did you see that lady from Lord of the Rings or
whatever that kept going up on stage? What was up with that
outfit? Yuck. She reminds of that one girl last year, remember
that one girl that really liked Nine Inch Nails? She like, really
liked Nine Inch Nails and she was always cutting herself in class
and stuff. She looked like that girl, ugh. All gothy. She was so
weird.
Oh My God! Did you see Charlize Theron? She looked fabu-
lous. but what was up with wearing that white gown? Hello,
it's after Labor Day! Remember Shaunte? She knows Charlize
Theron's bodyguard's trainer's doorman's girlfriend's gynecol-
ogist. Can you believe it? Girl, I know. .
,oh! Did you see Peter Jackson? He's fat. You'd think he would
lose some weight because he walked up on that stage thingy like
a hundred times. I was just like, whatever, I can't believe they let
that guy in the place.
Oh My God! I couldn't believe Nicole Kidman's hairdo. Girl,
they should send her to a cold mountain. I couldn't tell where
her forehead stopped and her hair began. I still cannot believe
she left Tom. What a bitch.
Anyways, Mr. McHenry is looking this way so I got to go, but
write me back next period, K? Remember we've got cheerlead-
ing practice tonight.
Love you muches. Steph.
AIR NATIONAL GUARD
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Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Full- Time Students !!!
• Montgo":,ery ~I Bill
• Siate Tuition Assistance
• Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
• Cash Bonuses
Specific Chiropractic correction helps
with your pain problem and also greatly
-::j~;~~~~~~::"!~~;~!f:u:emROPRA'efIe
benefits of optimum health under Call 389-222
Chiropractic care ...you can too. 1025 Lintoln, Boise
UzPhair
What Chicago-based singer-songwriter
Liz Phair is widely credited with drawing
mainstream attention to both the
underground Chicago music scene and to
edgy female singer-songwriters in general,
helping to pave the way for the female-
dominated music scene that dominated the
rest of the decade.
Where: Big Easy
When: Sunday, March 7, 7:30 pm
Tickets are S19.50 at Ticketweb.com
For Colored Girts Who Have
Considered Suicide When tho
Rainbow is Enuf
What Directed by Trinidad native and
Canadianbased artist and director Rhoma
Spencer, the production addresses the issues
that face women, especially women of color.
Originally written in the 1970s, the issues af-
fecting black women at that time are still in-
herent in today's world Organizers said that
yesterday's Vietnam is
Where: Special Events Cenrter
When: Wednesday - Friday, March 10 - 12,
7:30 pm; Saturday, March 13,2 pm
TICkets are $10 for general and $5 for
students; available through Select-aSeat
HadaBrahma
What Boise's workJ.beat-infused rock band,
Nada Brahma, laying II down tonight at pi Be
prepared to dilflCe. Yeah, that's right, dance.
Where: PH.ive, 612 Grove St
When: Wednesday, March 19, 8 prn
$5 cover charge
$20 Adjustment for BSU
Students & Employees.
We also work w/student
health insurance.
For More information contact:
MSGT Gabe Usog
4!2.5927 or (800) 821-3909
Fuel Thur Fulure
~
"... Air National Gllard
746 W.Maln St .... 388-1-900
WE DELIVER!
Don't surrender
to HUNGER!II
Counter-attack with-a
delicious PITA!!!
$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY
- . ::---~"- .......... :--
Open 11-3a.m. Mon-Thurs,l1-4a.m. Fri/Sot "
. Noon-3o.m. SUnday -
Deliveries stop. 30 minutes b8forc dosing
Must mei\tlon coupon whenorderlng
•. c··"··-
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Come Surf With Us!
Call for student and faculty discounts. Internet services
start at *$11.99 per month. FREEl Email & Web Space
Boise. ID 493-2400 or Toll Free 800-336-8892
www.solutionpro.com
'Additional Telephone charges will apply
----~---- -- ----~---- ~------ ~--- - ---- ~
:N,~ed'.A.Place tQ Stl.ldy?
10% DISCOUNf with BSU ill
(di&XJullt valid 2-6pm MOll-Frt. All day &it & Sun)
Try Our Home-made:
hlgeh soup
deS&\rts ~1Klwich5S
SpeAlial ty ruff efJ
Purple &mt" 5Spre,sso
THE lOS ~GELES TIMES PHOTO BY GAff( FR[[)MAN
Liz Phair
,"
An indiequeen's mainstream exile BAGEL & BAKERY
""'''';;.y"'" '.,> ' 3
,kr.alll)O\\1~ md olt,mtnL
908 It?: Maill St. Downtoll'lI Boise Ph: 338-1299
I lours: Mon-Fri 6:30am·6pm I Sat 7:30am·3:30pm ISun 8:30am·2:30pm
"I actively fight against the
idea that as a woman ages, her
sexuality isn't her own to use as
she wants for her whole life,"
Phair said. "That's saying that
her sexuality is purely accept-
able in a reproductive capac-
ity. It's unseemly if she's not of
childbearing years to proclaim
herself as a sexual being, which
I take great offense at because
it's your personal domain for
your whole life to be sexual in
whatever way you want; just the
way a man can."
According to Phair,. who's
been dating a younger man 'she
"really, really likes" for about
six months, "I feel hotter than
I ever felt. I'm having better sex
than I ever was, and I'm sup-
posed to hide this because of
my age?" '
Yep. Phair is still very much
the feisty, no-holds-barred
artist who drew fans and crit-
ics to her in the first place. "If
there's some issue that people
have with me not being alterna-
tive anymore or being a woman
approaching 40 still dressing
sexually or whatever, I figure if
you get that kind of strong reac-
tion," she said, "you're touch-
ing on something that probably
should be talked about."
upy sound meshed well with
the Canadian's traditional teen
angst, but it isn't such a per-
fect fit for Phair, who was con-
demned for embracing a sound
that seemed like a cheap ploy
for commercial radio airplay
in a market dominated by pop
stars half her age.
Phair, however, doesn't see it
that way.
"What I'm saying in the
songwriting, I have a lot more
invested in that than I do in pro-
duction style," she said. "Style,
I don't really care about. It's
fun any way it goes. It's fun to
hear the moment you capture
when you're just sitting in a ho-
tel room playing and the mis-
takes, and it's fun to hear the
production of the Matrix, shiny
and amazing and loud and cool
and big."
Production value, she said,
"is like fashion to me. It's like
wearing different clothes differ-
ent days to suit your mood."
Some would have preferred
her to save the" clothing" for"
her album cover, on which she
strikes a next-to-naked, come-
hither pose -- hair hanging
loose, head angled back, lips
slightly parted, guitar propped
between her legs. Flashing her
breasts on her debut album
cover as a 26-year-old was OK,
but flashing a lot of skin at 36
is, apparently, taboo. So taboo,
in fact, that Starbucks refused
to carry her record unless she
changed the cover, even though
"there are women whose al-
bum covers show 60 percent to
80 percent more," she said.
ple whose identities are super-
invested in intellectualism and
that time period."
With her latest record -- which
has sold 312,000 copies since its
release last June _. Phair seems
to be saying, "Get over it."
Clearly, she has.
A lot has happened to Phair
in the past decade. She's been
married -- and divorced -- and
has a 6-yeai-old son. Four years
ago she moved from her native
Chicago to Manhattan Beach,
Calif.
"LiZ Phair" is a reflection of
the life she's lived. Some of the
songs are superficial throw-
aways, but many are as femi-
nist, foul-mouthed and but-
ton-pushing as "Guyville" or
"Whip-Smart" or "Whitecho
colatespaceegg." They're just
filtered through a more mature
lens.
Lyrically, Phair is wrangling
with the same issue: the plea-
sures and pains of sex. She's
merely looking at that issue
from a thirtysomething point
of view. Exploring the difficulty
of maintaining sexual excite-
ment in an aging relationship,
the pleasures of sleeping with
younger men and the use of sex
as a beauty aid, her latest record
is oftentimes as thought pro-
voking as those of her previous
albums.
But they're incongruous with
the super-smooth production
values that have been glazed on
top of some of the songs cour-
tesy of the Matrix, the group
that helped propel Avril Lavigne
onto the pop charts. The syr-
BYSUSAN CARPENTER
Los Angeles Times
If you've got issues with her
latest album, that isn't liz
Phair's problem. It's yours.
At least that's the way the 36-
year-old singer-songwriter sees
it eight months after the release
of "Liz Phair," the super-slick,
Matrix-produced album that's
had her dodging critics' arrows
for selling out, sexual pander-
ing, acting too young for her
age and abandoning her indie
rock roots.
Until last summer, Phair's
place in the alt-rock pantheon
was secure. Her classic, sexu-
ally blunt 1993 record, .• Exile in
Guyville," helped to usher in a
new era for women in rock and
a new wave of feminism that
was less about equality with
men than sexual satisfaction.
Three more records solidified
her reputation as an artist who
didn't shy away from tough talk
or difficult issues.
But in less than 50 minutes,
"Liz Phair" jettisoned her from
indie rock's throne. A former
critics' darling became a pa-
riah.
A less secure artist might have
a hard time with such a radi-
cal sea change, but, she said,
"It hasn't done anything to
me, honestly, I swear to God.
I knew people were gonna get
upset, and I didn't expect their
vehemence, but it almost saved
me the extremity to which they
went because it was so easy
to hear that it was a lot about
them .... It said a lot about peo-
Home Porlies
for ladies ....
Romance Spociolists
tostelully present
Romance Enhancement
products, lingerie
& more in the comlort
01 your own home.
C"./;, 'if/;c"':":J c/9;i':('nJ,
5l'(l({yhla 6- cfj';, 11
367-0068 Bookyour parlylodaylAnd the award for the hippest
website goes to: BlackPlanet.com heese...
...delicious mealis, leliliuce,
. pickles, liomalio and chips.; personal pages.
BP is definitely focused on
those who love hip-hop or
R&B. This wtd~; you can check
out an article titled, "Rhyme'
and Reason of Your Beats: The
Aesthetics of Sampling in Hip
Hop.".
If you're not into hip-hop
there are still a lot of other rea-
sons to check out Black Planet,
such as politics, polls, raffles
and forums. There is even a tu-
torial about how to use HTML
to create your personal page.
Two other versions of the Web
site are also currently in opera-
tion. Migente.com is available
in. both Spanish and English,
and AsianAvenue.com targets
the Asian community. All three
are a great place to make con-
nections, especially for college
students who are trying to step
up in the world.
are accumulated and prizes
are awarded at the end of each
season; the next season begins
in 27 days. Battles and contests
are open to people throughout
the nation as well as in a few
other countries. If you're good
enough, your screen name is
listed on the leaders board for
everyone to envy.
In addition to contests you
will find a vibrant community
making business and personal
connections on a daily basis.
There is a free career manage-
ment tool called Black Planet
Jobs that provides members
with opportunities, information
and direct access to companies
across the country. If you're in-
terested in discussing careers
and job hunting tactics with
other Black Planet members,
you can check out career center
forums. Or, if online love is your
thing, you can search for your
perfect match at Black Planet
Dating and browse pictures and
BY DANAKA OLIVER
A&EWriter ••...' Over 30 satiisfying
sandwiches and salads
lunch, dinner, picnics
and partiies.
AccordingtoBlackPlanet.com,
"The world is yours," and this
Web site puts a world of arts
and entertainment information
at your fingertips.
To being with, there are per-
sonal pages for each state, in-
cluding Idaho. Members can
post pictures, music, poetry,
and information about them-
selves. Membership is free, but
this is just the beginning. links
to find events and clubs in your
area are available as well as links
to games, jobs, news and enter-
tainment.
Budding poets and lyricists
can post their words.under "Say
What," "Bragging Rights," or on
the "Battle Board." Submitting
one's own thoughts and cre-
ations means they may also
be voted on and critiqued, all
while engaging in daily battles
with other members. Points
Voted
-noises Best"
Fl'ee vvtrctcss
Internet
322-7401
4348 Chlnden
345-0990
1030 Bl'ondway neur BSU
Ii •
Career Center Services"\.. .,
AfIIiIj~ .....l_
Applications Requested for
Student Organization of the Month
• .Job Listings
• Career Planning
• Job Search Advising All organizations eligi'ble
Awards given for Sept., Oct.,
Nov., Jan" Feb" and Mar.
Organizations will also be recognIzed at the
Student Organlzatlon RecognItIon DInner wi.th a certlfi,cat8•
• Interview Training
• Internship Information
• Major Exploration
• Resume & Cover Letter Assistance
••Ii
Ii..
, . Ii
·Call-:-(208)426~1"74J~OFiltt~lIcafeer;boisestate.edu.~-•••
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PhlUles' pitcher KevInMillwood takes buntins practice In the battlns cage during
sprins tralnlnsln Clearwater, A.
i Baseball scandal
\ ultimately will be
tried in court of
public. opinion
BYELUOTIALMOND
Knight Ridder Newspapers
SANJOSE, Calif. - The latest twist in a steroid scandal that be-
gan in the Bay Area has turned into an ongoing battle for the
hearts and minds of the American sports fan. .
The blaring headlines Tuesday suggested Barry Bonds
and other elite athletes received banned drugs from Baleo
Laboratories of Burlingame. It put names to redacted tnforma-
tion alleged in previously released government affidavits.
Whether the players are guilty of the allegations might not be
known for some time - if ever.
But it doesn't seem to matter.
With a possible trial still months away, the only place to cur-
rently make a case in the biggest American sports drug scandal
in history is through media.
For example, defense attorneys stood outside the Philip
Burton Federal Building on Friday and insisted Bonds, the sin-
gle-season home-run record holder, did not take steroids. That
scored a nice sound bite.
ByTuesday it was forgotten because of a report saying Bonds
did receive steroids from Balco. According to the San Francisco
Chronicle, Bonds, five other baseball players and football star
Bill Romanowski got drugs from the supplement maker at the
center of an 18-montll federal investigation.
Bob Holley, the attorney for Balco owner Victor Conte Ir., said
Tuesday that he was not worried about public perception even
as the Bush administration is making steroids a national issue
in the election year. The White House has called for a steroid
summit involving America's major sports and Olympic officials,
and Rep. John E. Sweeney of New York announced Tuesday that
he will introduce legislation designed to stop the sale of steroid
precursors (such as androstenedione) found in legal supple-
ments.
"Whenever there is a high-profile case inforrnationand mis-
information seems to come out of the woodwork," Holley said.
"Once again, the point of view of the defense is this case will not
be tried in the media but in the forum of a courtroom,"
That might be wishful thinking as the public's thirst to dis-
cover which star athlete takes banned performance-enhancing
drugs intensifies.
The recent revelations, from unnamed sources, come from
interrogations of Conte and Balco vice president James Valente,
two of the four men indicted on 42 federal charges of schem-
ing to distribute steroids to elite athletes. The other defendants
are Greg Anderson, Bonds' personal trainer, and East Bay track
coach Remi Korchemny.
A ?e~ch warrant that au~orities unsealed when announcing
the tndlctments Feb. 12 Said players received "clear," identified
as the designer steroid THG, and "cream," a testosterone gel.
Another unsealed government affidavit said Conte, Valente
and Anderson had confessed to the allegations. That also came
from information gleaned during interrogations on the day
fe~eral and San Mateo County Narcotics Task Force agents
raided Balco and Anderson's Burlingame condominium in
September. '
With regards ~o the confessions, 'Valente's attorney, Troy
E~errna~, has Said they were an agent's interpretation of inter-
VIewsWith Conte and Valente. He said that agents did not use a
tape recorder or video recorder and that much of what is alleged
will be refuted in a trial.
In fact, some of it already has, according to a source close to
the investigation, who said authorities were told that Anderson
brought Bonds to Balco for blood and urine tests and to develop
a legal supplement program.
None of this answers the question ofwhether one of baseball's
greatest hitters used performance-enhancing drugs. It seems
the issue likely will be debated throughout the baseball season,
and perhaps beyond.
And that might be enough to keep it in the news. What con-
cerned Holley was the motivation of those who leaked the in-
formation. While he did not provide an answer, federal au-
thorities might do it to pressure one or more of the defendants
to tum against the others and help them prosecute the case.
Spokesmen for the Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. Attorney's
, office and San Mateo County Sheriff s office - the primary inves-
tigating agencies - had no comment Tuesday when asked about
the leaks.
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Top: Booker Nabors. the senior guard from Boise, will play In his last regular season home game on Saturday In the Pavilion.
Above:.Junior forwa.rd Jason Ellis is one of five jun!ors who.have made a huge Impact this season, but they're not looking to rest
on'their laurels. This squad wants to send the seniors out In style- with 20 wins. Can you say NCAAtournament?
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Bronco« go for
2()ih win; Wl·ap
up spectacular
19-9 season
.Satm·day night
BYTREVOR HORN
Sports Reporter
Senior night for any player is
a special time, but the Broncos
men's basketball team will have
even more incentive when they
host UTEP Saturday at 2 p.m. in
The Pavilion. The Broncos (19-
9, 11-6 WAC) are one win away
from their 20th of the season.
A 20-win season is an almost
automatic birth for the NIT tour-
nament, but with the way the
team is playing, the NIT is not
the way to go. Just ask Broncos
forward Aaron Haynes.
"Yeah, we aren't looking at the
NIT, we want to go the NCAA
tourney," Haynes said. .
The Broncos, will also have
a chance to pull them higher
in the WAC standings with a
win over UTEP on Saturday.
Basically, there are as many
scenarios to where they can fin-
ish up in the standings, as there
are bricks in the Great Wall of
China.
UTEP sits on top of me WAC
with a conference record of
13-4, and there is a three-way
logjam for second place, with
Nevada, Rice and Hawaii. Those
three teams are only a half game
ahead of the Broncos.
UTEP is untouchable, while
two games ahead their only
game remaining is the Broncos
and the Miners have already
clinched at least a tie of the 2004
title.
The easiest way to look at it
is that all three teams in sec-
ond place have two games re-
maining. If all three take a split
of their weekend series, the
Broncos will at least clinch a
tie for second place. Since 'the
Broncos have a season split with
all three teams, a win over UTEP
would seat the Broncos second
as me only team with a season
sweep of the Miners.
The be~t thing to do is just
watch, enjoy, and leave the rest
to the experts because this game
looks to be a run-and-gun type
of contest.
"This could be one of the
most exciting games seen at
the Pavilion," stated BSU Head
Coach Greg Graham.
UTEP is the highest scor-
ing team in the conference at
79.4 points-per-game, and the
Broncos aren't too far behind
at 74.7. And with the Broncos
being one of the hottest teams
out there right now, it could be a
very high-scoring game.
Junior guard Filberto Rivera
comes in leading the Miners to
three wins last week, and was
named WACPlayer of the Week.
But as hot as the Broncos are
right now, they are matched well
with the play of the Miners, who
are in the midst of a five game
win streak, and have taken 10 of
theirlast 11.
And then there's 'senior
night' for the Broncos. Four
seniors look to play possibly'
their final game at the Pavilion
on Saturday. And for three of
them, it's been a long time
since they wore another uni-
form. Joe Skiffer became the all-
time games-played leader for
BSU last Saturday. Also, Brian
~efa:es went over 1,000 points
In his career, and Boise native
Bo?ker Nabors needs only five
pomts to reach the same mile-
stone.
"It will be a very special night
for those guys," Graham said.
second-place finish, one fourth.
and two fifth-place finishes.
Arguably the biggest sur-
prise of the tournament was
BSU 133-lb. sophomore Scott
Jorgensen. Jorgensen started
the tournament
unseeded, and
finished the tour-
nament a Pac-lO
Champion, with a
7-5 overtime vic-
tory over the top
seeded Darrell
Vasquez of Cal
Poly.
Jorgensen was
joined in the
winner's circle by
Jesse Brock in the
141-lb weight class. Brock took
home his second Pac-l0 title of
his career, with a 3-2 win over
Stanford's number one seeded
Brad Metzler as he scored a
takedown with 12 'seconds re-
maining in the final round. In
2002, Brock won his first Pac-
10 title in the same fashion as
Jorgensen this year, as an un-
seeded 133-lbs sophomore.
The other two title shots
for BSU carne in the final two
weight classes- K.C. Walsh at
197 and Jacob McGinnis at
heavyweight Walsh found him-
self in a re-match of last year's
197-lbs champion-
ship match with
Ryan Bader ofASU.
Bader came out on
top once again by a
score of 3-0. leav-
ing Walsh with an-
other second-place
finish.
BSU senior Jacob
McGinnis had a re-
match of his own.
He faced OSU's
Jamie Rakevich,
who he had beaten 10 days
prior by one point in the final
dual of the season. Once again
the match was close. McGinnis
trailed 1-0 going into the final
round. He tied the match up
sending it into overtime, where
he finished Rakevich off with
a take down with just four sec-
onds remaining in the overtim~
period to close the successful
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Weare- the Champions!
BSU wrestlers
win Pae--10
tournament
BY JEREMY RASMUSSEN
Sports Reporter
The Boise State wrestling
team proved they are a force
to be reckoned with, as they
claimed their third Pac-lO
Conference ChampionsWp In
. five years Monday in Tempe,
Ariz. Three Bronco wrestlers
were crowned champions to
seal the deal for BSU.
The tournament began
Sunday and wrapped up
Monday night at Arizona State,
the home of the defending
Pac-l0 champion Sun Devils.
The Broncos finished with 94.5
points. 3.5 points ahead of Cal
Poly. who finished second. They
led the teams in first-place fin-
ishes with three, and added one
tournament for the Broncos.
Other major contributors
to the winning team's score
were Ben Cherrington, finish-
ing fifth. Russell Brunson, fin-
ishing fourth, and non-seeded
Casey Phelps. also taking fifth.
Brunson actually lost both the
early match and the match for
third place to Oregon's Luke
Larwin, one by one point and
the other by two points.
The Bronco's spirits are high
as they look ahead to nation-
als. Last year, BSU finished 12th .
at nationals, after taking second
in the Pac-I O.This year they will
send the four championship
contenders, Jorgensen, Brock,
Walsh and McGinnis.
Also, 11wild cards will be se-
lected to go from the Pac-l0.
BSU hopes to send a couple
more guys with their four quall-
fiers and tum some heads at the
NCAA Championships in St.
Louis beginning March 18.
BY RAYPARRILLO'
Knight Ridder Newspapers
PHIlADELPHIA - The St.
Joseph's Hawks believe there is
still much work to be done be-
cause March Madness awaits.
For now, though, perfection
and their place in college bas-
ketball history will have to suf-
fice.
On a memorable night that
turned into a celebration, No. 2-
ranked St. Joe's did the unimag-
inable, completing an undefeat-
ed regular schedule Tuesday
night with a school-record 27th
victory, an 82-50 blowout of St.
Bonaventure.
The Hawks' 16th Atlantic Ten
Conference win came in front of
a roaring, packed-in crowd of
3,200 on Senior Night at Alumni
Memorial Fieldhouse.
The Hawks became the first
team to run the table during the
regular season since Nevada-
Las Vegas in 1991. Top-ranked
Stanford (25-0) can duplicate
their feat with victories this
weekend at WasWngton and
Washington State.
"This means a lot, but we re-
ally haven't accomplished any-
thing," saldIameer Nelson. the
senior guard who is the main
reason the Hawks have reached
such dizzying heights.
Nelson finished with 25
points, six assists and eight re-
bounds. He opened the second
half by draining five of six shots,
and the crowd began exhorting
him to go for the school career
record of 1,985 points, held by
Bernard Blunt, who completed
his career In 1995.
Nelson was six points shy of
breaking the mark when he was
pulled out to a standing ova-
tion with 8 minutes, 8 seconds
remaining. He had missed his
final three shots.
"I didn't realize I was that
close," said Nelson, a consum-
mate point guard who has never
been comfortable chasing Indi-
vidual accomplishments.
Smiling, he added: "If I did,
I might have shot a few more
threes."
"If he had made one of the
threes he took at the end, I
would have been tempted to
SI. Joseph's (27-0) ends perfect regula.r season
leave him In for one more run
down the court." coach Phil
Martelli said.
After the game, Martelli ad-
dressed' the crowd and an-
nounced that Nelson's No. 14
would be retired during the uni-
versity's annual basketball ban-
quet. which will be held April
23. It will be at the Fieldhouse
for the first time to accommo-
date what is expected to be re-
cord attendance.
In the four seasons since
Nelson and Barley arrived, the
Hawks have won 95 games, a
school record for a four-year
period.
St. Joe's undefeated regular
season was oniy the 26th since
1938.
The Hawks will get eight days
to savor their achievement be-
fore resuming action in the A-
10 quarterfinals March 11 at
the University of Dayton Arena.
They will be out to win their first
conference tournament since
Nelson and Barley became
Hawks.
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STUDENT LOANS TODAY!)·
Cut your monthly paymentupto'S8%1
AND lock in oneof the lowest student loan .,."
interest rates in htstoryl
RATES ARE NOW BELOW
PLUS 1Receiveyour choice of berrcwerbeneflts:
2.50 Principal Reduction
The 2.50% principal reducUon will awardedafter'48'rl~t:lthS of on-UlT\e)
paymehtswlthln 30 days of.duedate (With no deferm~ntor forbear,ance
during the 48 months)."" .
'Call for more details on current rates. For borrowers who borrowed all loans after 7/1198 and are still
In grace period ordefarment. the consolidation rate would ba 2.875%.
or
1%Annual Interest Rate Reduction
Borrowerwlll receIve annually at1%lnterest rateredu~tlon ~niy after 48
months of consecutlveon-t\me payments madewlthl(l1.5daysof due date.
(with nodefermerit or forbearance during the 48months:). . , .
'iSAVE .EVEN MOREl',
ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION
. r -
I1-
}.·.f
SPORTS THURSDAY, MARCH 4,2004
>PAGiilO'•.
•
"Come sit in our hot tubs
after hitting the slopes!"
OUR HOURSARE: Reservations:
9AM - 9PM: MON-THURS .
9AM -10PM: FRI-SAT 2405 Bogus Basin Rd.
1PM - 8PM: SUNDAY Call: 333-8827
KENWOOD CD/MP3
..-",.- ..-.----------_.,
"9900
• 50 watts x4 • Removal1l11 fa08 wlcanoylne case
.1'Iaye MP3 & Conventional CD'S • Kenwood Muoio I<Be ready
" . • ASP ENS', 0 UNO
:~'
_. . Nexlto Petco@ 'he Mall • (208)376.2100'
;. '", StoJes also In Missoula, Spokon~ and Co~ut d'Alene. .' -;';
III
.. N~ed .. .,
Instant Cash II
for Winter?
III
Donate Plasma at
BiomatUSA
Earn $50 the first week
and $150 per month.I Tue-Sat: 9:00 - 5:30 GRIFOlS
Biornat USA, Inc.
caring for people's health
.. ISM*' i#i$i m
4017 Overland Rd
Boise,lD 83705
eN'- '8# ti"
LadylJroncosplayrllI~
league game tonight
BYMANDY JO DANCER
Sports Reporter
The Boise State women's basketball
team hits the road again this week.
This time the lady Broncos are travel-
ing to Texas, to play their final confer-
ence game against UTEP,tonight.
The Broncos recently played their
final home game of the season, which
resulted in another loss against sixth·
ranked La Tech, dropping Boise State
to 8·18 on the year and 5·12 in league
play.
TheBroncos played hard and stayed
with the lady Techsters for the first
15minutes of the game, but it wasn't
long until Louisiana Tech started to
pull away, claiming a 20 point lead
by halftime. Boise State attempted
a short rally in the second half, but
UTEPanswered with a 25-2run to put
the game awaywith an 80-48upset for
the Broncos.
The lady Techsters improved to 22-
2 on the season and remains in a tie
for firstplace with the RiceOwlsin the
WesternAthletic Conference.
The Miners will aiso be coming offa
loss. UTEPwas recently defeated by
SMU52-45,Saturday, placing them at
14-12overailand 9-8 inWACplay.The
game resulted in the lowest shoot-
ing percentage of the season for the
Minerswith 25.8percent.
The last time Boise State faced the
Miners in January, the Broncosdefeat-
ed UTEP 69-59. The Miners jumped
out to a fivepoint lead in the first six
minutes, but BoiseStatewent on a 16-
2 run, resulting in a 42-24 advantage
heading into the second half.
The Broncoswere ahead by as many
as 23 points in the second haif, and
it wasn't until late In the game that
UTEP began to cut the lead against
BoiseState. But by then it was too late
and the Broncos extendedUTEP'slos-
ing streak toUi consecutive confer-
ence road games.
Boise State's Jodi Nakashima led
the team with 14 points, including
four of the team's nine three-pointers.
Lynnette Grondin, who added 13,fol-
lowed her. The game was aiso one of
the lady Bronco's best shooting games
of the season. All 10 Bronco players
got on the scoreboard and as a team
overall, Boise State shot a blazing 59
percent, including 60 percent from
outside range.
Thursday night's gamewill be the fi-
nalleague game for the lady Broncos,
followed by the WACchampionship
tournament, which starts March 9.
I
I
U
S111raftS
SilllasterS
S3~210ng ISlands
oJ Shot for Glr's
$9 GUVs$5 GirlS
All 100 can Drink
across from the stadium
PR -AUJi -CARE
i ,~ f' - ~ \ -- ... " rei.
V~~"'.JI'.,;;r' rl,_ ~"
.~;::::~ PRO-"tRANSMISSIONS;;
• PH. 378-4075
../ ios Off WITH STuoeNT IO
../ eVf.QYOAYI..!))JI PQlce~l".nS
OIL.a FIL.TEQ;v 0'.'"
f~ee TOWING ANYWHeRe
IN BOIse ONAUoMAvOlll<ePAIQ5
~eCOMMeNoeo SeRVICes @
30-GO-QO-10l0Jc: INTEQVA!.5
'../ we 00 ALLMANUfACTu~e~s
PHOTOS BY KRiSTA ADAMS(THE ARBITER'
Sophomore guard Lynnette Grondin and the lady Broncos take to the road and suit up for their final conference game
versus UTEP tonight, before heading to the WAC toumament next week.
Bronco gymnasts head to Oregon State
record.
Freshman LindsayWardmade
her presence known against
Denver in the all-around com-
petition setting a school record
0(39.625.Ward clinched the all-
around victory with her com-
manding performances scoring
a 9.9 on bars, a 9.95 on beam,
and a solid 9.95on floor.
As the Broncos lookforward to
a challenging weekend ahead,
they continue to stay focused
on sharpening their routines.
The resilience of this Bronco
team is amazing and any loss
suffered is a loss to learn from.
Coach Sandmire said the team
is looking to put it all together
on the road this weekend.
After the Invitational in
Oregon the Broncos will fly
home to host Michigan State
and Pennsylvania State on
Sunday, March 7 at 7 p.rn. in the
Pavilion.
Sunday promises to be a blast!
The theme of the meet is "Rock
Star Night." Students who dress
up as their favorite rock star will
get in for free.Aloud and rowdy
crowd will inspire the Broncos
to really rock their taient and
the minds of Michigan and
Pennsylvania.
BYAMBER FUGER
Sports Reporter
Coming off of a record-break-
ing weekend, the Broncos head
to Oregon for some fierce com-
petition. Oregon State will play
host to the Saibasgeon Suites
Invitational on Friday,March 5.
Boise Statewill travel to Oregon
aiong with Michigan State,
Sacramento State, Brigham
Youngand Seattle Pacific.
The upcoming competition
will be extremely intense and
action-packed. The Broncos
scored their second best score
of the season, coming in sec-
ond place to Southern Utah
Friday. On Sunday, March 1
the Broncos hosted Denver and
won with a 196.925,the second
best score in school history.
The Broncos are not the
oniy school competing in the
Invitationai that have been
breaking records and setting
season high scores. Michigan
State set a newall-time uni-
versity-record defeating West
Virginiawith a score of 196.775.
Michigan has won its past three
meets, defeating five sepa-
rate opponents. Oregon State
broke an all-time record on
floor in their most recent meet
and posted an all-time best
1975.175 in their loss against
Stanford. Brigham Young
crushed a school record in their
last meet scoring a 197.550 to
beat TexasWomen's University
and Air Force. Seattle Pacific
posted a season high 192.175
to finish second to host Cal
State Fullerton and ahead of
UC Davis in their last meet.
Sacramento State snapped
their 10-game home winning
streak losing to San Jose Friday,
193.475to 193.125.
Bronco Head Coach Sam
Sandmire views this next meet
as an extremely important op-
portunity to score big on the
road.
"Weneed to seize this oppor-
tunity to score well on the road
in order to quaiify for the NCAA
Regional Championship,"
Sandmire said.
The Invitationai in Oregon
will give the Broncos a little
taste ofwhat the regional cham-
pionship will be like.
As a team the Broncos look
at each meet as a chance to im-
prove. Junior Carla Chambers
had an off night against
Southern Utah but bounced
back against Denver. Chambers
scored a 39.4 in all-around.
competition, which was oniy
.15 behind the previous school
Free Domestic Beer
with your BSU Game
or Pavillion Ticket!
(day of the event)
Special Discounts
BSU Students Only
~ 0 o~
- A Famil Mexican Restaurant -
I I am-I Opm weekdays & I I am-I I pm weekends.
r;](' Dine-in or
l!J Carry-out
lEf
Lunch only $4.50
or 20% off
(meal. over $6)
Ph:
424-8580
or 424-8575
Fax:424·8655
3552 S. Findley-Off
Federal Way to the
Fred Meyer Shoppingttr.-~·---'I~-~
We are next to the new Petco..,
lEf Any Dinner Combo, , $6.75 or 20% off(meal. over $8)
Show your server your ID
card for BIG Discounts!
Rooln for Rent off
Roosevelt. $350/mo.
includes all utilities!
$150/dep. Call James @
631-7878
"THE SECRET" Learn
the secret to getting
what you want out of
life. FREE 10 minute
audio CD. No cost or
obligation!
Learn how to gain
financial freedom and
control your own destiny.
Find out how to have
time to do what you want
and enjoy real
security. Call (800) 627-
4780 ext. and we will
mail you "The Secret"
forfree!
KIng size pillow top
mattress set Brand new in
bag. Must sell $225. Can
deliver. 866-7476
5.Plece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new inbox,
Retail $1450, sacriflce
$395. Call 888-1464
Cherry sleigh bed Solid
wood. New-in-box.
Value $850, sacrifice
$295. Call 888-1464
Plano, vocal, & theory
lessons for ages 3-adult
Instructor has two
musical degrees. Call
Mila at 331-0278 or
409-0278
Wanted to buy home
sold by owner. $85k or
under in Ada County.
336-2080 If I'm not
home, please leave a
message. Really N!ce Room &
House on Kootenai for
rent. $200/mo. + util.
Includes cable/internet.
384-9168
2003 Harley Sportster
Hugger 883, black &
chrome, 2k miles. $68001
obo 794-8923
2001 Honda CBR 600
F4i red/white. Excellent
condition asking $4900.
Call 869-6045 '
1993 Chevy Silverado
4WD K25oo. Power
locks and windows. Tow
package. $5OOO/obo,
342-0168
Roommate wanted
$340/mo, Util. incl.
Private bath, walk-in
closet, cable internet,
WID, DIW. 284-2401
• S2S off hair extensIons
• SID off hair color w/haircut
• SSOff1dl perms
, • S3 off haircuts
• S2 all Ii ana e ebrowwQX
eo« 1:MtI" 713-4S70
""""..t nnol\oll Center 1olso,Id.
Queen pillow top
mattress set. Brand new,
still in plastic. Must sell
$159. Can deliver.
866-7476
Great property for
roommates. 6BR, 3BA
house with large yard in
SE Boise. WID, DW, auto
sprinklers, water & trash
pd, $1600/mo 230 E
Boise Ave no pets Call
385-0943
Make $$$ takIng online
surveys, Earn $10-$125
for Surveys. Earn $25-
$250 for Focus Groups,
www,casMs!udents,comJidbsu,
Plcosc,proscnt coupon
atlimc of appointmcnl '
King Water Bed with
oak frame w/drawers.
$Io%bo 866-8597
PC hutch. Solld oak Fits
up to 30 inch monitor.
For sale cheap. Call for
details. 703-1100 or
939-8872
Bartenders Trainees
Needed. $250/day
Potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-293-
3985 ext 223
.~,Dirty House, No time
j to clean? I'll do it!! Call
,j Sara at 898-9218 or
,,412-6442, .~
FREE UTILITIESI
FREE CABLE TVI
1990 Ford Aerostar
Minivan w/ext. Cargo,
$750. Runs great, call for
info Brenda 365-1655 ComputerlStudy cart
w/full size pull out, very
large, brand new in box.
$40365-1655
,; FREE learn to meditate
'~ Sat. 3/13 & Sun. 3/14,
, 12-2pm Boise Library, or
: Sat. 3/27 & Sun. 3/28 II-
': Ipm Towne Square
I Library. Info: 208-364-
~ 5843. Sponsored by
" Learn to Meditate,
~ a non-profit.
,I
j
,I
1979 Ford Fiesta Ugly
but runs fine. 87k miles,
$250/0bo. Call 344-4363
1975 BMW 2002 Blue,
Good body runs well,
$2ooo/obo. 342-3484
Christian Business
Opportunity. Please
call 800-585-5873 for a
FREE Info Pack. Please
leave 1D # 81910
200mg Compaq system
complete w/15" Moniter,
Internet ready, $100,
Printer $25.365-1655
~O
White Couch lOyrs old.
$200, great condition.
338-5911 Investors 25 1 acres lots.All utilities Beautiful
views on proposed golf
course. No Snow, St.
George, Utah Finished
lots from $4OK.
HVRE 800-640-4460
Asasu provides, ~
FREE ATTO~NEY
CONSULTATIONS
. 426-'1440 . If you like the outdoors,, you'Ulove working at REII
REIsthe leadingretailer
andonlinemerchantof
qualityoutdoorgear and
clothing.Wearehiring
forthe followingpositions:
parttimesalesspecialists
and parttimecashiers
Ifyouenjoyworking
Ina positiveenvironment
and providingexceptional
customerservice,attend
The REI JOB FAIR
October 12,2002
9AMto1 PM
8300 W.Emerald St.
80lse,ID 83704
EqualOpportunity
Employer
I
'I
"
J
I
Italian leather couch
and loveseat for sale!
Brand new, still in plastic.
Retail $2450, sacrifice
$899. Call 888-1464
Roommate Needed 1113
Leadville $265/mo + Util.
Call 870-7361 for details.
with a local
private lawyer for
most legal problems
you may have,
including
divorce/flllllily law
landlord problms
child custody and
child support
collection and debt
problems
personal injw:y and
insurance
wrJanen 's callp8Illlation
claims
DOl/criminal
call ASBSUfor an
appointment Attorneys:
Margaret Lezamiz and
John schroeder
2BR, 1 BA house In SE
Boise Hwd floors, WID,
nice yard, auto sprinklers
water & trash pd. Close
to BSU. $675/mo 1517
Division no pets Call
385-0943
Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand New in package.
Sacrifice $99.
Call 866-7476
ATT: 17 People to
lose up to 30 Ibs. iii the
next 30 days! 100%
Guaranteed! No Ephedra!
Call: 800-442-6101 or
www.daretobethin.com
MAl TffiA.I
RESTAURANT & BAR
!(ickin 1ilup a /lotch ill Downtown BOMe
right next door to Old Chicago.
THE NEW
DRESS
CODE IS
"WINGED
MONKE'( .-
\
IF A MAN
ACTED LIKE
'(OU, HE'D
BE CALLED
TOUGH .
WHEN I AM DISPLEASED
I MAKE THIS FACE AND
GROLJL LIKE THE
UNDEAD. G~-EEAt\t\'
)
I'M ZENOX, THE NEW
MANAGER OF THIS
COVEN ... I MEAN
DEPARTMENT.
.4
DILBERT
O
SHE'S
A BIG
IMPROVE-
MENT OVER
OUR LAST
BOSS. )
1-__T_H_E_N_E_W_B_O_S_S_'_--1~THE SPELL WON'T GO
twJA.,( UNTIL '(OU
MA'(BE '(OU'LL BE ", FINISH '(OUR PROJECT.
MORE MOTIVATED
WITH A GOAT HEAD.
SHE'S
SADISTIC
BUT SHE'S
FAIR.
)
ARE
'(OU
GLAD
TO HAVE
ME BACK?
I'VE BEEN
DOING CPR'
ON THIS
BLOB fOR
TI.JO DA'(511.1
\.
WHEN I fOUND OUT
THAT THE MANAGER
WHO REPLACED ME
l.oJi\5 A WITCH, I SET
A FIRE IN THE BREAK
ROOM.
)
ffilR{)S<:QEEu...&-S ----
ByUnda C. Black
Tribune Media Services Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - Turn down an invita-
tion to play.Youwon't have the time
for a wlille. Concentrate on your work
for now, and have people over tlils
weekend.
Saldttarlus (Nov.22-Dec. 21)
Toaay is a 9 -There won't be much
time for talking. Something more
interesting is going on. Amisunder-
stanm."1gcould slow things down,
though. Make sure everybody is on
boara.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 - Don't let your worries
out. Keep a lid on them for now. By
helping somebody who's in worse
shape, you'll soon feel better yourself.
Amazing, but true.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.l0)
Today is a 7 - Not everything is sailing
along smoothly yet. But with help,
you can find a way around the rocks
and make steady progress.
Today's Blrthday (March 4)
There's no shortage of things to keep
you busy this year. In fact, you may
wonder if you'll get a moment to
yourself. The good news is that the
money you earn helps you achieve an
exciting goal. Travel and education
are favored. To get the advantage,
check the day's rating: 10 Is the easi-
est day, 0 the most challenging.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) ,
Today is a 9 - It's not the easiest thing
to do, but you'll be much better off if
you can put a lid on your enthusiasm
for now. Be patient with a shy crea-
ture or you'll scare it away.
ArIes (March 21-AprU 19)
Today is an 8 -You know that work-
ing out can help you feel better physi-
cally. It also makes you feel better
mentally, making your fears shrivel
up. Get to it.
V~o (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Tocfayis a 7 - Benefits and rebates
count as income, too. Make a list of
the ones you qualify for, and then
take the appropriate actions. Don't
wait!
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 - Give your full attention
to what you're doing. The better you
can serve, the more generous your
reward will be. Youmight even earn
a bonus.
Taurus (April 20-Mar20)
Today is a 6 -You're fit to be tied.
Youwant to tell somebody off.Your
friends all agree it's a great idea, but it
isn't. Hold off for awhile.
libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 - Service hasn't always
been the first thing on your mind. ,
Admit it: At times you've been more
concerned with looking good. Luck-
ily, today you can do both.
Scorpio (OcL 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 -They say that when
you're doing what you love, the
money follows naturall~ That may
~e case, budt'sgood to have a
contract anyway. Now is a gooatiffie ~~ ~-~-~-
to sign the papers,
_Gemlnl (May 21-June21)
Today is an 8 - Friends help you
through a difficult time, but not by
letting you talk. M9re likely, they're
helping you vent bY-getting you' ,
physically active. That's best for now.
(c) 2004, TRIBUNEMEDIASERVICES
INC.
Distributed by Knight Ridder/Tribune
Infonnation Services.
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Arbiter classified advertisements are free to students.
To place an ad call 345-8204 xl 00 or come to the
office at 1605 University Drive (across from the S.U.B)
We're New & We Need
You! We're looking for
people interested in a
ground-floor business
opportunity representing
The Body Shop products.
The Body Shop currently
operates in 49 countries,
24 languages and 12 time
zones. Be a socially
responsible entrepreneur.
Enjoy a lucrative income
based on your efforts.
To Learn More Contact:
Melissa 461-3861 or
leIuspaybshd, ..... )1OU-
;s39&rtsG)U1
College8anefltslaclude:
.S2J6,OOpormdl
.1"aJs1lltDllDdS!Xl/lIII
• lo,ralSUDtllolstqxi!
____ Plus: ---
lid iii!S22l1OObhi lIID we&anl
pormdllllll1l'inlon"hi
W10Imt NabdGurd
A.ddIUDIIIl SigningBonu,
_ S3000 • saooa
"b 863-351601373-7218
$10.50 Base·Appt
FT/f'T in Cust SaleslService
FlexHours
No Exp.Necessary
Conditions Apply
~:I~~:::S18~~~~.
• $
or apply@ -)
www.&ollegeincomwm
melsbodysh"phome@msll,com
W 0 r k for s I u d'e n t s. coni
$8,000 - $58,000 In
just 4 monthsl
Signing Bonus for all
Hired Sales Reps
First Year & Experienced
Sales Rep Pay Plans
Call1-888-889-BUGS
with an questions
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING ond WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
We need enthusiastic
Individuals with
excellent verbal skills.
Work 20-40 hours
per week.
• PaId training
• Casual environment
• Aexlbl4li achodule
The Girl Scouts of Silver
Sage Council arc looking for
energetic, positivepeople co
work at one of 3 summer
camps located in Idaho.
serving girls ages 6-18. Jobs
range fromcounselors. food
assistants, program
coordinacors.lifeguards and
more! For more
information or co request an
application packet, please
, contact Maria @
8oc.846.oo,?,). CAt.121 or @
mpclayo@girlscouts-ssc.org
or by fax@ 208,377.05°+
$8.00 I hr
Please call for
more Information
BroncoJobs·!,',,is,'·,Ii.·i1aYI,.,'"
658-4888 Lookiugfor Jobs
while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
gffi1D]]~
~DlilIITIB
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free
(yes, free) fund raiser solutions EQUALS
$1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Call (888) 923-3238
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
1..,1«·, ..
MissManners'attackdog, "Idon':feellikeIcangetclosetoyouanymore.Bob,"
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Barbecue tool
6 Texas shrine
11 Waycooll
14 In the know
15 Cheech of "Nash
Bridges"
16 Self-Image
17 Home
improvements
19 Mystery writer
Grafton
20 Bullets with trails
21 More frightening
23 Before, belore
24 Followed
obediently as a
dog
25 Hair clasp
29 In a reasonable
manner
32 Comply
33 Leander's love
35 Blakley of "A
Nightmare on
Elm Street"
36 Certain mil.base
37 Hogwash!
391nmale
40 Aromatic
compound
421n_ol
43 Twisted
44 •_ Company"
46 Merry-go-round
48 Modifies
50 Hockey legend
Bobby
51 Hindu deity
53 Triggered
57 Charged atom
58 Rules
60 Parking area
61 Bargain model:
pref.
62 Of a people:
, pref.
63 Approves
64 Sportscaster
Jim
65 Shoe bottoms
e 2004Tribunelhdll Servlc'" Inc.
All '';hta maNed.
Solutions6 Qtys,
7 Chou En-
8 Got out oibed
9 Chops up
10 Not paid by the
hour
11 Abodes
12 Chills and
fever
13 Active person
18 Singer Franklin
22 Nevada city
24 Melodramatic
behavior
25 Cosby kid Lisa
26 Make ashamed
27 Umitations
28 Relate
30 Director Sergio
31 Streisand film
34 Draft
_ classification
37 FelloWchurch
members
38 Satell~e of
Jupiter,
41 Conger and
moray
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"43 Mealin a tortilla
45 Finger Lake
47 Speechifies
49 Tease
51 Metricwt.
52 Castllngpi~
53_glnflu
54 Arst chancellor
. of reunlfitHi
; Germany'
;55 G9nder-blased
sulIlx
'56 Brit decOrations
i59.ChapelHlUlnst
DOWN
1 Fruit pastry
2 One indebt
3 Anna Sten role
4 Comestibles
store
5 Unsparing
\'
Wireless access
thro.ughout the campus
at
Boise State U n iv e r sit \1< y
More than 65 new wireless
antennas were installed over
the summer of 2003
providing wireless netw91k
:t',!
and internet access an~time,
Ji
almost anywhere at Ii
if
Baise State Universit~i
\'\
\- "
\ ;
\~
\',1,
It
The wireless network Vivill\\
allow laptop connectio~~Jn all" -,
- \\
major buildings on campus;~","c;<>,
. -;,:.,~~,
protected ith authenticatiori:;~tt;;>~
~-~~.
,,~>,...
';';;l!;;,:;:t'tt,
~?&~~~~~-
- Additional infor ·on, locations & online survey available at
-r-r-:--: -hltji:7Iwil'filffSS: . "ffstafe:-e-c/u--- ---~_.- -~- ._.".-_.
